
Task 1

• In this interview with an American businessman living in Hungary all the questions 

have been removed. 

• Match the questions and the answers, and put the letters in the boxes at the bottom

of the page. There is one extra letter that you do not need. 

• There is an example (0) for you.

Mr Hanks, you’ve been in this country for quite a time now and I’m sure you’ve travelled widely.

(0) _________________________________________________________________________

Well, a lot of Hungarian drivers don’t seem to take speed limits seriously. In the USA,  drivers
observe them in their own interests, otherwise they’ll quickly lose their license.

(1) _________________________________________________________________________

They come with automatic gear. Moreover, when driving a long distance, we simply switch on
the cruise control, which means that the speed is fixed at a certain level. 

(2) _________________________________________________________________________

Many of them are in such a miserable condition that this alone is a serious source of danger.

(3) _________________________________________________________________________

Yes, sure. We often built towns to meet the needs of the car. If you enter a town out west it’s
always the same: rows of gas stations, motels, eateries and malls with large parking areas.

(4) _________________________________________________________________________

Well, it sometimes happens that the situation gets chaotic in the winking of an eye, and park-
ing facilities are often very poor.

(5) _________________________________________________________________________

It is badly organised if it exists at all. That’s why you need the car.

(6) _________________________________________________________________________

For us it is still a matter of prestige. There may be this wish behind it: to be independent, to be
able to move. In our culture the car is a central feature of our lives.

A You must have an opinion about how traffic is organised with us, I’m sure.

B What do you think about roads in Hungary?

C Is there a difference between drivers in Hungary and those in your country?

D All in all, what is the American attitude towards the car?

E Are Americans more mature concerning the use of cars?

F How about public transport in your country? 

G How do American cars differ from those that run in Hungary?

H American towns are easy to drive in, aren’t they?
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Task 2

• Read this text about noise. 

• Some phrases have been left out from the text. Choose the right phrases from the box

to fill the gaps. There is one more phrase in the box than you need. Write your answers

in the boxes under the phrases. 

• An example (0) has been given for you.

NOISE

Noise is a given factor in our everyday lives. From the moment the (0) or 

the garbage trucks wake us up, to the time we (7) despite the neighbour’s stereo,

we live in a noisy environment.

Studies suggest that we all pay a price for adapting to noise: higher (8) and

heart rate, even after the noise has stopped, aggression, poor resistance to disease and 

(9)  helplessness.

Although there are no studies on the effects of quiet periods in removing the stress of noise,

(10) have studied its physiological effects believe that (11) an escape.

Many people who work in a busy and (12) environment love silence and need it

very much.

We are so used to noise that complete quiet (13) uncomfortable. You might

have trouble sleeping (14) the mountains without the background buzz of traffic.

But making the effort to find quiet offers an opportunity to (15) , to find our place

in the world around us, to be peaceful and calm. It makes us strong enough to be able to live in

the loud world for the rest of the day.
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Task 3

• Read this article about a trip round the world. 

• For each question choose the answer that is nearest in meaning to what the article says.

• Write the appropriate letters in the boxes under the questions as in the example (0).

MOTOR-BIKE  COUPLE  GO  ROUND  THE  WORLD

Teacher Jack Johnstone and his wife Doris who emigrated to Australia twelve years ago, deci-
ded to visit England again and see the world on the way – by motor cycle. After travelling
10,000 miles overland without even a flat tyre they arrived in England in early June.

They left Australia in January and now plan to spend two months at Taunton, Somerset,
where Sarah, Mr Johnstone’s widowed mother lives. Mr Johnstone, 46, a science teacher who
formerly taught at a secondary school at Taunton, and his wife, who have three daughters, went
to live in Australia in 1985.

For their return world trip Mr Johnstone took a year’s unpaid leave. “We didn’t have any
spare parts with us”, said Mr Johnstone. “We just put our trust in ourselves and the machine.”

So far the journey on a BMW R50 through Australia, Panama, Mexico, the United States
and Europe has cost £1,000 each.

Mr and Mrs Johnstone, now grandparents, plan to return through Europe, Asia and India,
another 14,000 miles. They expect their final bill to be about £4,000.

(0) Jack Johnstone and his wife ... twelve years ago.
A) moved to live in Australia
B) visited Australia
C) hadn’t been to Australia until 

(16) Jack and Doris Johnstone ... 
A) used to live in England. B) live in England now. C) used to live in Australia.

(17) Their journey from Australia to England ...
A) was tiring.
B) took about five months. 
C) took about two months.

(18) During their journey they travelled 10,000 miles ...
A) on land and sea. B) on land. C) altogether.

(19) We learn from the article that Sarah ...
A) is Mr Johnstone’s mother-in-law.
B) is Mrs Johnstone’s mother-in-law.
C) lives with her husband.
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(20) Mr Johnstone ... 
A) once taught science but now he doesn’t.
B) taught in England before he went to Australia.
C) left his job to travel to England.

(21) During their journey to England ...
A) they had no trouble because they were well-prepared.
B) they had a little trouble but nothing serious.
C) they were very lucky to have no trouble.

(22) Their journey from England to Australia ...
A) will be quicker than the journey from Australia to England.
B) will be more expensive than the journey from Australia to England.
C) will be longer than the journey from Australia to England.

(23) The total cost of their journey will probably be about ...
A) £2,000 each. B) £1,500 each. C) £1,000 each.
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Task 4

• Read this text about Florida. 

• Give short answers (maximum 3-5 words) to questions 24–29. 

• There is an example (0) for you. 

VISIT FLORIDA

Florida has more to offer than Disneyland. Besides this world of fantasy, it is also possible to
see wild animals you’ve never seen outside a zoo. If you come to Florida, you must see the alli-
gators. If you are lucky, you’ll be able to touch a baby alligator, but do not put your fingers near
its teeth, because they are very sharp. When you are in big towns, a car is not necessary, but if
you want to travel round the state you will need one. However, driving is a pleasure as
American cars are planned for comfort and are easy to drive. The beaches in Florida are many
and varied. The rich and famous go to Palm Beach, while those who have more children than
money go to the beaches of the western coast. For a change, there is Fort Myers for those who
want to do water sports, or Sanibel for anyone who is interested in collecting shells.

(0) What does the writer of the text call Disneyland?

(24) Can visitors go near a baby alligator?

(25) Why is it dangerous to touch its nose or mouth?

(26) Do visitors have to go everywhere by car?

(27) What are American cars like?

(28) Where do people who are not rich enjoy the sea? 

(29) Who goes to Fort Myers?
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Task 1

• You are going to read an article from a travel magazine about spending your holi

day abroad.

• Some words are missing from the text.

• Choose the most appropriate answer from the options (A-D) for each gap (1-9) in the text.

Write the letters of the appropriate answers in the boxes under the options. 

• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

GOING ABROAD

Going abroad on an organised package tour certainly has advantages. You don’t have

to worry (0) _________ hotel reservations, meals, or the programme: the travel agency

will arrange everything for you. (1) _________ no need to wonder about how to get to

places of interest, since a comfortable  bus  will (2) _________ you everywhere.

However, you should not ignore the risks (3) _________. The hotel and its services

may  be worse than what was (4) _________. The guide may be incompetent. You will

also (5) _________ to spend a lot of time with complete strangers. And what if the

travel agency goes bankrupt and you are not allowed to go home until somebody 

(6) _________ the hotel bill? One often reads about cases like that in the papers.

If you don’t want to depend on others, travel on your own. Of course, in this case it

will be your job to (7) _________ your own arrangements. And if you get into trouble

you can only rely on yourself. But you (8)_________ your reward by being

independent: you can go wherever you want, you can stay (9) _________ you like, and

you can see more of the life and culture of the country you visit. This is the real benefit

of a holiday abroad.

(0) A  of B  about C  from D  by
(1) A  You have B There is C  You ask for D  It is
(2) A  carry B take C  put D  bring
(3) A  either B too C neither D  as well
(4) A  recommended  B written C  read D  promised
(5) A  got B  have got C have D  used
(6) A  pays B will pay C is paying D  paid
(7) A  do B  get C make D  take
(8) A  offer B  collect C give D get
(9) A  as long as B longer than C  so long as D as a long time as
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Task 2

• You are going to read an article about open air movies. Some words are missing from

the text.

• Your task is to write the missing words on the lines (10–18) after the text.

• Use only one word in each gap.

• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Watching movies and sitting under the stars have always (0) two of summer-

time’s greatest pleasures. And now more and more people are enjoying them all over the world.

Outdoor movies – popular (10) the dominance of television – are winning

a new generation of fans. Today’s open air places are almost (11) varied as

the movies being shown. But (12) you’re watching “Gladiator” on the roof

of a hotel in Ankara or “What Women Want” behind the Parthenon, the attraction is universal.

The Greeks (13) among the earliest enthusiasts of outdoor cinema. 

The city’s first outdoor theater opened in 1919. The trend grew until the 1970s, when Greece’s

outdoor movies – (14) America’s drive-ins – took a hit from the rising 

popularity of TV, videos and air-conditioned multiplexes. But lately new sponsors 

(15) discovered fresh-air films. “When you give the public top-shelf movies the

place is packed,” says Spiros Maniakis, (16) summer cinema is located at 

the foot of the Acropolis.

(17) , setting isn’t everything. In Turkey, outdoor cinemas have opened in

empty yards, as well as at holiday resorts along the Mediterranean coasts.

If summer seems (18) short, outdoor-movie fans can fly south for 

the winter. The Open Air Cinema in Sydney Harbor, Australia, runs in January and February.

For the cost of a plane ticket, it could be possible to live the endless summer.

(0)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)
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(18)
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Task 3

• You are going to read an article about Mount Vesuvius. Some verb forms are missing

from the text.

• Your task is to form the correct grammatical forms of the verbs in the brackets. Write

the forms that fit in the gaps (19–28) on the lines.

• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

TROUBLE  IN  THE  MOUNTAIN

In the settlements on the side of Mount Vesuvius, the volcano that buried the ancient Ro-

man cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum, life seems normal, except that there’s expecta-

tion in the air. Earlier this month volcanologists said the mountain (0)

(begin) a new cycle of volcanic activity that could start an eruption at any time. The news 

(19) (be) is not good for the people who live within sight of the crater.

Will local people get (20) (catch) by surprise as those of Pompeii and

Herculaneum in A.D. 79? Not if the scientists can help it. They have put out antennas 

(21) (pick) up signs and an artificial nose for (22)

(sniff) gases. They are looking for any sudden change that might signal the eruption in progress.

The Naples emergency centre has an evacuation plan, and officials (23) (test)

it for months. People (24) ___________________ (expect) to get down the side of the 

mountain in 15 minutes. However, the drills are chaotic. At a drill a week ago, people 

(25) (hold) up for half an hour by a shepherd and his sheep. If the mountain

(26) (erupt), the smoke will be blinding and the shower of ashes hot. It’s

hard to imagine people (27) (get) down in the planned 15 minutes.

In the meantime, local people enjoy the rich soil. The harvests are so profitable, say resi-

dents, that they’re worth the risks – though they would like to know when the mountain 

(28) (blow). But scientists admit, “it is not possible to answer the question

of when.”

was beginning
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Task 1

• In this section you are going to hear about advertising.

• Your task will be to write the missing word into each gap in the script of the record-

ing.

• First, you will have some time to study the task, and then you’ll hear the recording 

in one piece.

• Then, after a short pause, listen to the recording again in three shorter sections. 

• The end of each section is marked with a signal. When you hear this signal, stop 

the CD for 30 seconds and write down your answers.

• At the end, you will have some time to check your answers.

• There is an example (0) for you.

For most people the only aim of advertising is to sell goods. But we often forget about the fact

that the market it (0) keeps prices down. If goods were not advertised they

would be more (1) . Also, advertising is a source of information: 

it introduces us to new (2) or tells us more about the ones we know. 

We must not (3) , either that newspapers and radio and TV companies could

hardly (4) without the money spent by advertisers.

Perhaps the most useful kind of advertising is the “small ads”, which (5)

a useful service: we can find a job, buy or sell a car, or a house, and announce important 

(6) . 

It is true, however, that advertising has bad (7) as well. It is an aggres-

sive way of forcing us to buy things we do not need. Since a lot of advertising is the same, 

it (8) the uniformity of life. Also, there is no escape from (9)

since they interrupt TV programmes. In (10) , there is a lot of unfair adver-

tising, which makes people think that good products do not have to be advertised at all.

creates
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Task 2

• In this section you are going to hear a dialogue between a customer and a salesper-

son.

• Your task will be to decide if the statements 11–18 below are TRUE or FALSE 

according to what the text says. Mark your answers with an X in the table at the bot-

tom of this page.

• First, you will have some time to study the task, and then you’ll hear the recording 

in one piece.

• Then, after a short pause, listen to the recording again in three shorter sections. 

• The end of each section is marked with a signal. When you hear this signal, stop 

the CD 30 for seconds and write down your answers.

• At the end, you will have some time to check your answers.

• There is an example (0) for you.

(0) The customer has come to the shop to buy a new sweater.

(11) The customer bought the sweater at a normal price.

(12) The sweater is worn out at the parts which cover the arms.

(13) The customer can’t prove that she bought the sweater in this shop.

(14) There have already been complaints with this particular make.

(15) It is not standard practice for the shop to exchange articles sold during sales.

(16) The shop put up a notice that the goods sold during the sale were faulty.

(17) With a credit slip the customer can only buy an article which is like the faulty one.

(18) In the end the customer decides on the third choice offered by the manager.
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Task 3

• In this section you are going to hear about Antonio Banderas.

• Your task will be to circle the letter(s) of the correct answer(s) in the boxes on the right.

Please note that in this task both answers may be correct. However, there is always 

at least one correct answer. This means you might have to circle one or two letters.

• First, you will have some time to study the task, and then you’ll hear the recording 

in one piece.

• Then, after a short pause, listen to the recording again in three shorter sections. 

• The end of each section is marked with a signal. When you hear this signal, stop 

the CD 30 seconds and write down your answers.

• At the end, you will have some time to check your answers.

• There is an example (0) for you.

(0) Banderas fries eggs and bacon in a lot of oil because …

a) it helps him sing better.
b) he is used to it.

(19) Besides fried eggs and bacon, he also has …

a) potato chips.
b) cheese and milk.

(20) To save his voice for the musical “Nine”, Banderas …

a) eats greasy food in the morning.
b) keeps quiet during the day.

(21) Banderas doesn’t complain because …

a) his wife, Melanie Griffith, let him do the job.
b) in “Nine” he is surrounded by many beautiful women.

(22) For Banderas, the easy part of the job has been …

a) giving up cheese.
b) the challenge to act in “Nine”.

(23) Banderas is afraid to …

a) talk in a language he’d never used before.
b) do something he’d never done before.

(24) For his opening night, Banderas is expecting …

a) friends and relatives.
b) his parents.

(25) About the people invited Banderas says that they …

a) will be understanding.
b) like going to the theatre.

a   b
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Task A

The London-based Big Bus Company is organising guided tours for young travellers to

European cities, including Budapest. The company is looking for Hungarian students

who would like to guide the British on sightseeing tours. You decide to apply for the job.

In order to be accepted, write a letter or an e-mail of about 50–80 words in which you

include the following points:

• whether you have done any guiding before

• if yes, how many times / who you guided and where

• what your special fields of interest are

Begin your letter / e-mail like this:

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Would you like to show the sights of your city to foreigners?
Then we are just looking for you! Please be our guide because YOU know what to show

us so that we get the most of our visit.
All you have to do is write to

The Big Bus Company Ltd
Waterside Drive

London SW7 5BC
England
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Task B

In the school magazine you find this old native American poem. The editor obviously

wanted to challenge readers to give their views.

Write a letter of about 100–120 words to the editor.

Give your opinion on the following points:

• real danger or too much pessimism 

• what people should / should not do

• what you have done so far

• what else you can do / you are going to do

Begin your letter like this:

Dear Editor, 
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Only when all the rivers have run dry
and all the fish in the sea have died,
only when all the rainforests have been burnt down
and there is no food for the animals,
only when all the blue skies have been filled with smoke
and the cities of the world have choked,
will the white man understand
that it’s too late to save the earth.  
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